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INSPIRED BY
PROFESSIONALS

EXCELLENT
SWEDISH DESIGN

Reddot Award - IF Award - Japanese Good Design Award - Goed Industrieel Ontwerp’ 
Swedish Design Award - IDSA - Excellent Swedish Design awards

Versatile handle 
Sawing upside down 
without losing the comfort

The elastomer has a smooth 
micro-textured surface for 
optimal force transmission

Top support geometry 
tested to get the best dimensions

Double handed grip 
for extra precision 
and power

Perfectly shaped grip 
for optimal distribution 
of the pressure in the hand

A GREAT HANDSAW IS A LOT MORE 
THAN JUST A NICE HANDLE

The ERGOTM Handsaw is designed to make 
the job easier, more comfortable and less 
demanding for your muscles and joints

Why ERGOTM is important

Grip’s angle allows a natural arm 
position for an effective sawing. 
Excellent performance with minimum 
muscle and joints stress

NXT toothing is the result of further development 
of the acclaimed XT toothing. NXT’s high task 
performance cuts smoother and straighter than any other 
toothing without compromising cutting speed



Angled nose
for better access

The new NXT toothing (patent pending) cuts 
smoother and straighter than any other saw 
without compromising cutting speed 

Materials printed on the 
blade supported by a non 
fading color coding for easy 
selecting the right handsaw

SUPERIOR HANDLE 
Ergonomically shaped 3-component handle for a firm 
and comfortable grip in warm and cold environments

Heavy duty handle with metal component for optimal 
balance and comfortable sawing

Superior low friction 
coating for a smooth 
sawing performance

Features & Benefits

ERGO™ Handsaw

Superior

COARSE CUT MEDIUM CUT FINE CUT SPECIAL CUT

2700-24-XT7-HP 3090-20-XT11-HP

3180-14-XT11-HP

2600-16-XT11-HP

3240-14-XT11-HP

2600-22-XT-HP

SUP-20-LAM

2700-22-XT7-HP

2700-19-XT-HP

3150-12-XT9-HP



Features & Benefits
Handsaw System

Easy access to lever 
through opening in 
handle end

Patented Locking 

The best ERGO™ handsaw handle ever! 

The asymmetrical handle 
design eliminates pressure 
points and stops the hand 
sliding on the handle

Comfort and Stability

High quality aluminium 
body ensures rigidity 
as well as retaining and 
protecting the locking 
mechanism 

Security spring 
locks the lever

Long lever for easy 
locking and release of 
the saw blade

Extended index finger 
support - increases 
precision when sawing

High quality blade locking 
system - ensures no play 
between handle and blade 
when assembled

Soft shapes and 
materials ensure 
user comfort

Two different handle sizes 
provide maximum grip, 
comfort and safety

Available for left or righthanded users

The angle and position of 
the handle in relation to 
the blade teeth reduces 
sawing forces and 
increases efficiency

Thermoplastic 
Elastomer (TPE) for 
optimum friction and 
a warm feel

L RRLL RRLL RRL

EX-RL 
Righthanded Large

EX-RM 
Righthanded Medium

EX-LL 
Lefthanded Large

Pre-Lock ClickOpen Lever



EX-24-XT7-C 600mm / 24”

EX-22-XT9-C 550mm / 22”

EX-NPP-22 550mm / 22”

EX-22-XT7-C 550mm / 22”

EX-22-XT9-C 475mm / 19”

EX-22-U7 550mm / 22”

COARSE
Timber, wet and
tanalised wood 

MEDIUM
Dry medium 
sized wood
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7TPI

9TPI

7TPI

7TPI

9TPI

7TPI

1.03MM

1.03MM

1.03MM

1.03MM

1.03MM

0.83MM

COARSE CUT

MEDIUM CUT 7 / 9 TPI

3.5 / 7 TPI FINE CUT 9 / 13 TPI

EX-14-TEN 360mm / 14”

EX-16-GNP-C 400mm / 16”

EX-20-XT11C 500mm / 20”

EX-14-VEN 360mm / 14”

TENON
Mitre box

GENERAL 
PURPOSE
Plastics, laminates, 
wood and soft metals

FINE
Hard Wood 
thin profiles

VENEER
Plywood, laminates 
and plastics
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11TPI

15TPI

11TPI

11TPI

0.75MM

0.83MM

0.93MM

0.75MM

EX-22-PLS-C 550mm / 22”

EX-20-LAM-C 500mm / 20”

SPECIAL CUT

LAMINATOR
Laminate and 
wooden floors

PLASTER
Plaster and boards of
wood based material

7 / 18.5 TPI

7TPI
0.93MM

11TPI
0.93MM

Angled nose
for better access

The new NXT toothing (patent pending) cuts 
smoother and straighter than any other saw 
without compromising cutting speed 

Non fading color coding 
for easy selecting the 
right handsaw

Superior low friction 
coating for a smooth 
sawing performance



Angled nose
for better access

A variety of tooth designs for a 
wide range of applications

Angled nose
for better access

Materials printed on the 
blade supported by a non 
fading color coding for easy 
selecting the right handsaw

Materials printed on the 
blade supported by a non 
fading color coding for easy 
selecting the right handsaw

Comfortable 
2-component grip 
fixed with screws

2-component grip 
fixed with screws

Tooth designs for universal 
applications

ProfCut
Features & Benefits

PrizeCut
Features & Benefits






